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Abstract

level language processing techniques in isolation often
do not suffice for a particular task; for this reason we
are interested in finding ways to combine various approaches and improve their results.

Knowledge-poor corpus-based approaches to natural language processing are attractive in that
they do not incur the difficulties associated with
complex knowledge bases and real-world inferences. However, these kinds of language processing techniques in isolation often do not suffice for
a particular task; for this reason we are interested
in finding ways to combine various techniques and
improvetheir results.
Accordingly, we conducted experiments to refine
the results of an automatic lexical discovery technique by making use of a statistically-based
syntactic similarity measure. The discovery program
uses lexico-syntactic patterns to find instances of
the hyponymyrelation in large text bases. Once
relations of this sort are found, they should be inserted into an existing lexicon or thesaurus. However, the terms in the relation may have multiple
senses, thus hampering automatic placement. In
order to address this problem we applied a termsimilarity determination technique to the problem
of choosing where, in an existing lexical hierarchy,
to install a lexical relation. The union of these
two corpus-based methods is promising, although
only partially successful in the experiments run so
far. Here we report some preliminary results, and
make suggestions for how to improve the technique
in future.

Accordingly, we conducted experiments to refine the
results of an automatic lexical discovery technique by
makinguse of a statistically-based syntactic similarity
measure, and integrating them with an existing knowledge structure.
The discovery program uses lexieosyntactic patterns to find instances of the hyponymy
(i.e., ISA) relation in large text bases. Once relations
of this sort are found, they should be inserted into an
existing lexicon or thesaurus. However, the terms in
the relation may have multiple senses, thus hampering
automatic placement. In order to address this problem
we applied a term-similarity determination technique
to the problem of choosing where, in an existing lexical hierarchy, to install a lexieal relation. The union of
these two corpus-based methods is promising, although
only partially successful in the experiments run so far.
These ideas are related to other recent work in several ways. Wemake use of restricted
syntactic information as do Brent’s (Brent 1991) verb subcategorization frame recognition technique and Smadja’s
(Smadja & McKeown
1990) collocation acquisition algorithm. The work reported here attempts to find semantic similarity among terms based on the contexts
they tend to occur in; (Church & Hanks 1990) uses
frequency of co-occurrence of content words to create
clusters of semantically similar words, (Hindle 1990)
uses both simple syntactic subject-verb-object frames
and frequency of occurrence of content words to determine similarity among nouns, and (Calzolari & Bindi
1990)usecorpus-based
statistical
association
ratios
to determine
lexical
information
suchas prepositional
complementation
relations,
modification
relations,
and
significant
compounds.
This paperpresentsan attemptto combineknowledge-poor
techniques;
(Wilks

Introduction
Knowledge-poor corpus-based approaches to natural
language processing are attractive in that they do
not incur the difficulties
associated with complex
knowledgebases and real-world inferences, while they
promise to offer efficient means of exploiting evergrowing quantities of on-line text. However, coarse-
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et al. 1992) discusses the potential power behind combining weak methods and describes advances achieved
using this paradigm.
The next section describes in detail the problem being addressed and the two existing coarse-level language processing techniques that are to be combined.
This is followed by a description of how the similarity calculations are done, the results of applying these
calculations to several examples, the difficulties that
arise in each case, and a sketch of somesolutions for
these difficulties. Wethen illustrate a side-effect of
the integration of statistical techniques with a lexical
knowledgesource, followed by a brief conclusion.
The Problem:

Integration
of Lexical
Relations
(Hearst 1992) reports a method for the automatic acquisition of the hyponymylexical relation from unrestricted text. In this method, the text is scannedfor instances of distinguished lexico-syntactic patterns that
indicate the relation of interest.
For example, consider the lexico-syntactic pattern
...NP {, NP}~ (,}or otherNP ...
Whena sentence
containing
thispattern
is found(with
somerestrictions on the syntax to the left and the right
of the pattern) it can be inferred that the NP’s on the
left of or other are hyponymsof the NP on the right
(where NP indicates a simple noun phrase). From the
sentence
Bruises,
injuries

wounds, broken bones or o~her
are common.

we can infer:
hyponym~bruise, injury)
hyponym(wound, injury)
hyponym:brokenbone, injury)
This pattern is one of several that have been identified
as indicating the hyponymyrelation.
This approach differs from statistical techniques in
an interesting way. Both require as their primary resource a large text collection, but whereas statistical
techniques try to find correlations and make generalizations based on the data of the entire corpus, only
a single instance of a lexico-syntactic pattern need be
found in order to have made a discovery.
Once the relation is found, it is desirable to integrate it as a part of an existing network of lexical relations. Wewant to develop a means to correctly insert an instance of the hyponymyrelation into an existing hyponymically-structured network (hyponymyis
reflexive, and transitive, but not symmetric.).
For our experiments we use the manually constructed thesaurus WordNet(Miller et al. 1990). In
WordNet, word forms with synonymous meanings are
grouped into sets, called synsets. This allows a distinction to be made between senses of homographs.

For example, the noun "board" appears in the synsets
{board, plank} and {board, committee~, and this
grouping serves for the most part as the word’s definition. In version 1.1, WordNetcontains about 34,000
noun word forms, including
some compounds and
proper nouns, organized into about 26,000 synsets.
Noun synsets are organized hierarchically 1 according
to the hyponymyrelation with implied inheritance and
are further distinguished by values of features such as
meronymy.WordNet’s coverage is impressive and provides a good base for an automatic acquisition algorithm to build on.
Now, assuming we have discovered the relation hyponym(X, Y), indicating that X is a kind of Y, we wish
to enter this relation into the WordNetnetwork.
If the network is sufficiently mature, as is WordNet, we can assume that most of the highly ambiguous
words are already present and appear in higher levels
of the network. Therefore, most of the time we will be
trying to insert a rather specific term that itself does
not need to be disambiguated (i.e., it has only one main
sense) as a hyponym of a term that can have one or
more senses. If we assume this is indeed the case, then
there are two scenarios to consider:
(Scenario 1) Each sense of Y has several child subtrees and ~he task is to determine which subtree X
shares context with. This in turn implies which sense
of Y the hyponymrelation refers to.
(Scenario 2) One or more of the senses of Y have
no children. Thus there are no subtrees to compare X
against.
There are two considerations associated with Scenario 1:
(la) X is not a direct descendent of Y, but belongs
two or more levels down.
(lb) X belongs in a new subtree of its own, even
though the correct sense of Y has one or more child
subtrees.
In the work described here we address only the situation associated with Scenario 1, since our technique
uses the child subtrees to determine which sense of Y
to associate X with.
It has been observed (e.g., (Kelly & Stone 1975)),
that the sense of a word can be inferred from the lexical contexts in which the word is found. As a (simplified) example, when ’bank’ is used in its riverbank
sense, it is often surrounded by words having to do
with bodies of water, while when used in its financial
institution sense, it appears with appropriate financial
terms. The strategy we present here makes use of an
extension of this idea; namely, we will look at the contexts of each subtree of the hypernymof interest, and
see which subtrees’ contexts coincide most closely with
the contexts that the target hyponymtends to occur
in.
1Although WordNet’shyponymsare structured as a directed network, as opposedto as a tree, for the purposes of
this paper, wetreat it as if it werea tree.
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To restate: in order to place the hyponymrelation
into the network, we propose the following:
Similarity Hypothesis: when comparing the contexts
that hyponymX occurs in with the contexts of the
subtrees (e.g., senses) of hypernymY, X’s contexts
will be found to be most similar to those of the subtree of Y in which X belongs.
Howwill the context comparison be done? (Grefenstette 1992b) has developed a weak technique, embodied in a program called SEXTANT,
which, given a target word, determines which other words in a corpus are
most similar to it based on their syntactic usage patterns¯ For Scenario (1) we will employ this pairwisesimilarity determination methodon all the children of
each sense of Y, in an effort to determine which subtree X is most similar to. Bearing consideration (la)
mind, we may be matching against sub-sub-trees, down
several levels, although presumably the more detailed
the divisions, the moredifficult it will be to distinguish
among them using context alone.

Similarity

Determination

This section describes the mechanism by which the
syntactic similarity determination is done, using one
running example. The results of determining syntactic similarity for several other examples appear in the
following section.
Generating
the corpus
One of the relations extracted from an on-line encyclopedia (Grolier 1990) using the technique described
in (Hearst 1992), is hyponym(Harvard,institution). As
described above, if we wish to insert this relation into a
hierarchical structure such as WordNet,we have to decide which sense of ’institution’ is appropriate. Below
we list an abbreviated version of the WordNetsynsets
associated with the various senses of’institution’. Each
sense is followed by the hyponymicsubtrees associated
with it, indicated by an arrow.
Institution:
institution,
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

(hyponyms)
establishment
charity
religion,
faith,
church
vicariate,
vicarship
school, educationa~ institution
academy, honorary society
foundation
bank, commercial bank

creation,

instauration
=> colonization,

settlement

Our goal is to see if, by examiningthe syntactic contexts of these terms in a corpus of text, we can decide
under which synset to place ’Harvard’.
Given a large enough text sample, SEXTANT
can
tell us what words are used in the most similar ways
¯ to ’Harvard’. In order to generate this text, we took
all the individual words from the above list, giving the
list of words
institution, establishment, charity, religion, faith,
church, vicariate, vicarship, school, educational,
academy, honorary society, foundation, bank, commercial bank, orphanage, orphans’ asylum, penal
institution, constitution, establishment, formation,
initiation, founding, foundation, institution, origination, setting up, creation, instauration, colonization,
settlement
and extracted all the sentences from (Grolier 1990)
that contained those terms. This generated a corpus
of 3.7 Million characters (630,000 words, 22,000 sentences). Sample sentences are:
Aachen is the site of an important
engineeringschool ( TechnischeHochschule
Aachen ) and is a rail center of a large
coal-miningregion

Zwingli’sSixty-sevenArticles(1523)
for disputationbecame a basic doctrinal
documentfor the Swiss reformedchurch.
Syntactic
Analysis
of the Corpus
These sentences were grammatically analyzed using a
robust system developed for CLARIT(Evans et al.
1991). At this stage, the following type of information is output, associating one grammatical category
and a normalized word form for each word:
"aachen"ukw? aachen
"is" auxb be
"the" d the
"site" sn site
"of" prep of
"an"d all
"important"adj important
"engineering"vb-progengineer
"school"sn school
"\(" *left-paren*
\(
"technische"
ukw? technische
"hochschule"ukw? hochschule
"aachen"ukw? aachen
"\)" *right-paten*
"and"-cnjand

institution
=> orphanage,orphans’asylum
=> penal institution
constitution,establishment,
formation,
initiation,founding,foundation,
institution,origination,settingup,
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head
aachen
engineering
school
school
site
hochschule
aachen
aachen
engineer
center
aachen
coal
region
mining
region
coal
center

"iS"
a~b be
"a°’ d a
"rail"
sn rail
"center"
sn center
"of" prep of
"a" d a
"large" adj large
"coal" 8n coal
"mining" vb-prog mine
"region"
sn region
"\."
*period* \.
e..

The SEXTANTsystem takes this output and uses
a number of simple robust algorithms (Grefenstette
1992a) to divide the sentences of the corpus into complex noun phrases (NP) and verb phrases (VP)
shown below:
VP
NP
-NP
-VP
NP

aachen
be
the site of an important engineering
school
(
technische
hochschule
aachen
) and
be
a rail center of a large cos.].
mine region

type
NN
ADJ
ADJ
SUBJ
NNPREP
NN
NN
NN
DOBJ
NN
NN
AD3
ADJ
NN
NN
SUBJ
NNPREP

Table 1: SEXTANT’s Syntactic

Analysis

aachen site
engineering
important
school
important
school
engineer-SUBJ
site school
hochschule
technische
aachen technische
aachen hochschule
aachen engineer-DOBJ
center rail
aachen center
coal large
region large
mining coal
region coal
coal mine-SUBJ
center region
site aachen-NOD
important engineering-HOD
important school-NOD
school site-NOD
technische hochs chule-NOD
technische aachen-HOD
hochschule aachen-NOD
rail cent er-MOD
center aachen-NOD
large coal-NOD
large region-NOD
coal mining-HOD
coal region-NOD
region center-HOD

Then, the modifiers are connected to head nouns and
the verbs are connected to their subjects and objects.
For the above sample setence, SEXTANTproduces the
following list of connections, where NNsignifies a nounnoun relation;
NNPREPa noun-noun relation
with an
interposed preposition;
ADJ an adjective; SUB J, DOBJ,
and IOBJ signify subject and direct and indirect object
relations; and M0Dis the inverse ofNN, NNPREP,and ADJ:

These relations are not syntactically perfect, for example the system does not decide if ’coal’ modifies
’mining’ or ’region’ but keeps both possibilities.
Syntactically-Derived

modifier
site
important
important
engineer
school
technische
technische
hochschule
aachen
rail
center
large
large
coal
coal
mine
region

Similarity

From these relations we retain a simplified version of
head-modifier pairs and the modifier-head pairs which
becomes the input to a similarity
calculation.
Using
measures derived in the social sciences for comparing
two individuals,
each described by a number of attributes
(Romesburg 1984), we compare each of the
terms in the corpus derived from the words in the list
above. The attributes
of each word are those other
words found in syntactic relation
to it by the simple
syntactic
processing
of SEXTANT.The data at this
stage are a list of words and modifying attributes:

We use, as the similarity measure, the Jaccard coefficient, which is the sum of shared attributes
divided by
the sum of unique attributes
in the two objects being
compared. We use a weighted version of the 3accard
coefficient;
each attribute is weighted between 0 and 1
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term
establishment
charity
religion
faith
church
vicariate
school
academy
foundation
bank
orphanage
asylum
orphan
penal
constitution
establishment
formation
initiation
founding
foundation
origination
creation
colonization
settlement

freq closest term
1140 creation
76 devotion
2347 religious
835 religion
8308 school
3 prothonotary
10012 institution
2254 university
1697 institution
2612 institution
11
11
4
16

yverdon
promulgation
mottel
roanoke

2062
1140
1764
133
396
1697
6
1180
228
2649

state
creation
creation
rite
creation
institution
coorigination
establishment
colony
institution

cause they both modify or are both modified by the
following collection of words:
school study-SUBJschool-HOD
university-HODlaw-HODfaculty-HOD
college-HODgraduate-HOD
review-HODdivinity-HOD
The fact that SEXTANT
places ’Harvard’ as being
most similar to other university names, but not the
term ’university’ itself, points out one difficulty with
our task. This particular portion of WordNet does
not contain listings of specific instances of university
names (whereas the unabbreviated version of the network beneath ’institution’ does contain names of specific religious groups). If it had, then we could reasonably assign ’Harvard’ to that same subtree. The
difficulty lies in where to place ’Harvard’ in the absence of knowledgeof the terms it is found closest to.
If we ask SEXTANT
to compare ’Harvard’ only to the
words which were used to generate the corpus, we find
that ’Harvard’ is closest to ’academy’. ’Academy’is in
the correct subtree, but now we must ask, should ’Harvard’ be placed as a child of ’academy’, on the same
level as ’academy’ or somewhere else in the subtree?
To complicate matters ’academy’ reappears as a child
of the synset ’school, educational institution’.
Wedo
not yet know how to answer this placement problem.
Supposing that there did exist a subtree containing ’Yale, Cambridge, Columbia, ... ’, we would most
probably find ’Harvard’ already there. However, this
ability to place a new term near its closest neighbors
might be useful in non-static domains in which new
terms are introduced over time (e.g., in the medical
domain). If a knowledge structure exists for the domain, new text will produce new terms that must be
integrated into this structure. This experiment provides an indication that such integration may be automated using existing lexicons, grammars, and text
corpora that cover the relevant phenomenawell.

Table 2: Results of Harvard Experiment
as a function of how manydifferent words it modifies.
See (Grefenstette 1992a) for details.

Several

Examples

Example 1
As described in the preceeding section, we processed
3.7 megabytes of text for the ’Harvard’ example, performing morphological analysis, dictionary look-up,
rough grammatical disambiguation, division into noun
and verb phrases, parsing, and extraction of lexical attributes for each noun in the corpus.
Manyof the terms in the institution synsets were
found to have reasonable associations using these
rough techniques. Table 2 below shows, for each word
listed in WordNetas an immediate hyponymof ’institution’, the word whose lexico-syntactic context was
most similar to it amongall the 22,000 unique words
examined. Terms associated with words with low frequency (such as ’orphanage’ and ’asylum’) tend to
less plausible than higher frequency words.

Example
2
As another example, the acquisition algorithm discovered the lexical relation between ’rice’ and ’cereal’.
WordNethas two senses of ’cereal’: one as a grain,
and one as a breakfast product. Weextracted 260,000
characters of text involving the following strings:
frumenty kasha grits hominy
grits farina millet
oatmealhasty puddingmush
burgoo fl-mmerygruel loblolly
porridgerice oat cornmealmeal
corn wheat buckwheatbarley
cold cereal puffed wheat
puffed rice wheatflakescornflakes
granola
In Table 3, we see that ’rice’ is found to be closest
to ’wheat’, and vice versa. This table also shows the

As for our original concern as to where to place
’Harvard’ as an ’institution’,
SEXTANT
finds that
’Harvard’ is used most similarly to ’Yale, Cambridge,
Columbia, Chicago, Oxford, and Juilliard’.
For example, ’Harvard’ and ’Yale’ are found to be similar be-
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crop

freq
234
217
182
179

meal

129

product

102

grain

101

word
wheat
rice
corn

production
food
plant

93
90
89
84

center

79

cultivation
farming

71
65

millet
barley
oat

59
46
44

cereal
buckwheat

41
10

grit
loblolly
gruel
mush
oatmeal
porridge
cornmeal

10
8
3
3
3
3
1

farina
pudding

1
1

area

results involving the breakfast product terms (some
did not occur in the corpus); note that the frequency
of these terms is too low for valid assessments to be
made. For example, the cold cereal terms that were
unambiguous, such as ’wheatflakes’, ’cornflakes’, and
’granola’, as well as all of the hot cereal items are underrepresented in the corpus. This fact reduces the
possibility that ’rice’ could be found similar to the
breakfast product terms, although the fact that it is
strongly related to the ’wheat’ sense does lend some
validity to the result.
In summary, this example highlights another difficulty; underrepresentation of data in the corpus can
make the position assignment technique unapplicable.

closes~ ~erms
rice, corn
wheat, corn
rice, wheat
wheat, cultivation,
rice, grain, production
corn grain food, export,
product, rice, hay,
export, production,
industry, cattle
export, growing, plant,
cereal, producer
cultivation,
growing
region, farm, land
export, grain, crop
variety grain,
production, seed
distribution,
production,
product, export, farmer
growing, production,
field, farm, export

Example
3
A
third
relation
that
we
considered
is hyponym(logarithm, calc.latio.).
WordNetrecords
’logarithm’ as a kind of ’exponent’ which in turn is a
kind of ’mathematical notation’. However,the sense of
logarithm as a calculation should also be considered.
The WordNetstructure for ’calculation’ is:

calculation,
computation,
figuring,
reckoning
=> extrapolation
=> interpolation
=> estimate,estimation
=> guess, guesswork,shot, dead
reckoning
=> approximation
=> integral
ffi>indefinite
integral
=> definiteintegral

,.o

francois, sorghum, barley
potatoe, cotton, rye
barley, vegetable,
potatoe, cotton
producer, starch, flour,
bread, sugarcane,
pineapple, sorgum
wing, farina, estrilidae
grade drought, pine
second, conglomerate
cornmeal
quaker, gascony
symbol, ale, roll
counterpart, sportswriter, literature
embayment, peel
NO RELATIONS

calculation,computation
=> mathematicalprocess,operation
=> differentiation
=> division
=> integration
=> multiplication
=> subtraction
=> summation,addition
=> exponentiation,involution
Although there is no common one-word term for
computing a logarithm, there should be an entry for
’logarithm’ alongside ’exponentiation’ in the second
subtree (or perhaps ’taking a logarithm’). Our results
found ’logarithm’ to be closest to ’extrapolation’ and
’multiplication’, one term from each subtree, and thus
eluded correct classification. (It isn’t clear, however,
that the first subtree is entirely well-defined. Whyis
’integral’ associated with figuring, as opposedto listing
’integration’ in the second subtree?)
This example shows that difficulties arise when the
shades of differences amongthe terms are subtle, finegrained, or somewhatarbitrary. The original goal was

Table 3: Results of Cereal Experiment
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to makecoarser-level
distinctions,
butbecause
WordNetis so well-developed,
it turnsoutthatmanydecisionswillrequire
choosing
between
finely
divided
subtrees.

differentcontexts.When SEXTANTencountersa
stringit has no wayof knowingwithwhichnuance
itisdealing.

of objectsusingtheirat(2)As in any comparison
tributes,
confidence
in
theresults
varieswiththe
Other Examples
degree
of
similarity
found
between
the objects.
A
Theprevious
threeexamples
haveshownvarious
diffirelative
comparison
is
not
reliable
if
the
similarity
culties
associated
withthisapproach.
Foremost
among
scorebetween
anypairof termsis nothighenough.
themis thefactthatWordNet
senseshavebeenmanuFor
this
reason,
although
we cancompare
thesimiallycreated,
andcorrespond
to a humanconception
of
larity
score
between,
say,
’school’
and
’harvard’
with
whatattributes
of twowordsor concepts
aresaliently
the
score
between
’church’
and
’harvard’
(’school’
is
similar,whereasSEXTANTfindssimilarity
basedon
moresimilar),
to seewhichishigher,
wehaveno aufrequency
of usagein a specific
corpus.
It may well
tomatic
wayof determining
a threshold
belowwhich
be thattwo concepts
considered
to be similar
in the
relative
comparisons
become
meaningless.
Thus,if
WordNet
hierarchy
do notdisplay
thekindsof regular
’school’
is foundto be mildlymoresimilar
to ’harcontextual
similarities
thatourmethods
canrecognize
vard’
there
is
no
way
to
make
a
decision
about
how
ina particular
corpus.
confident
we
can
be.
Thereare otherdifficulties
as well.Forexample,
in one instance we found hyponym(granite, rock}. In
(3)Usingsyntactic
context
(asopposed
to StrictlexiWordNet there are very fine differences among the
cal context)
for similarity
comparison
may notbe
senses of ’rock’ and in fact ’granite’ appears in more
themostappropriate
context
forthediscovered
hythan one of its subtrees. Other difficulties were: the
pernymplacement
task.Onereasonusingsolelylohypernym senses have no child subtrees to compare
calsyntactic
context
maybe inappropriate
is that
against, the hypernymis a very general term and thus
propernounstendto be modified
differently
than
has hundreds of children, and the hyponymdoes not
commonnouns,e.g.,authors
don’tapplyscalaradappear frequently enough in the corpus to take statisjectives
suchas ’large’
toproper
nounslike’harvard’
tics on.
(atleastnotwhenit actsas theheadof thenoun
phrase).

Suggestionsfor Improvements

To get around these difficulties we would like to employ a statistical disambiguation algorithm that allows
comparison amongterms and doesn’t rely on modificational syntactic context. (Yarowsky 1992) describes
very promising lexical disambiguation algorithm that
determines the similarity of words to categories of an
Improving the Similarity Calculation
on-line
version of Roget’s Thesaurus. Roget categories
There
areseveral
drawbacks
tothestatistical
similarity
can
be
though
of as indicating word senses, e.g., the
calculation
as currently
formulated.
Thesedrawbacks
word ’crane’ can be seen to fall into either the TOOL
derivefroma numberof limitations
in theSEXTANT
or the ANIMALRoget category. Wewould like to try
system,the principal
drawbackbeginthat SEXTANT
the technique that Yarowsky describes, using Wordwas designed as a word-based system. Here we would
Net subtrees instead of Roget categories. There are
like to compare an unknownword to a group of known
three main differences between the techniques: first,
senses. This task mismatch leads to three main drawYarowsky’s
method uses a larger surrounding context
backs, which we elucidate below, in hopes of pointing
than
that
which
we were considering (± 50 words
toward a more successful approach.
around the problematic term, as opposed to only the
(1) In the test runs reported here, only pairwise comsyntactic relations in which it enters), second, it uses
parisons were made; thus we compared the contexts
lexical context only, without the need of syntactic inof ’harvard’ to the contexts of the individual terms
formation, and finally, it uses a Bayesian framework
in each subtree of ’institution’, instead of grouping
for combining the evidence for each sense category.
thetermsin eachsubtree
andcomparing
against
the
groupas a whole.Thismightbe remediedby takImproving
the Problem
Statement
ingeachWordin a subtree
andreplacing
it witha
dummywordthatrepresents
thesubtree
as a whole.
As seen in the examples above, in many cases WordThissolution
is however
complicated
by thefactthat
Net’s hierarchical distinctions are so fine that their arthesamestringcanappearin different
subtrees
as
rangement is not necessarily incontrovertible. Weare
seenabovewith’foundation’,
’establishment’,
and
considering reworking the structure of the network in
’academy’.
Thefactthatthesewordsappearin diforder to make it more amenable to use in coarse-level
ferent
subtrees
means,of course,
thatdifferent
nutechniques, perhaps by "collapsing" subtrees with sevancesof meanings
are associated
withthewordin
eral levels into one.
Although
noneof theexamples
hereyieldperfect
results,
theimplications,
especially
inthe’Harvard’
case,
arepromising.
In thissection
we discuss
somepaths
forimprovement.
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word
state
art
system
education
group
power
world
society
faith
member
life
right
movement
court
council
service
people
practice
tradition
company
president
control
theory
museum
union
level
professor

freq
2281
1849
1803
1647
1163
1075
1027
919
835
810
804
788
744
730
668
611
600
591
587
581
517
503
489
378
373
316
180

closest terms
government, university, constitution
architecture, music, education
institution, education, government
program, institution, student
institution, organization, society,
authority, government, control
european, american, country,
institution, education, culture, government
religion, religious, tradition
group, year, student
history, development, education, society
freedom, power, authority
group, education, development, society
authority, state, law, constitution
organization, association, movement,leader
program, education, system
society, student, child, education
history, tradition, religion, study
architecture, art, history, culture
association, center, bank, government
member,year, legislature, director
power, authority, government
idea, thought, view, history
institute, art, theater
association, party, organization
education, teacher, student
institute, department, faculty, director

Table 4: Terms Similar to Terms "once-removed" from ’institution’
WordNet

as

a Corpus

Partitioner

by taking a WordNetsynset as a filter through a large
text, we have extracted a rather coherent corpus. In
this case, the corpus is one with a bent towards the notion of institution. If we were to use a corpus associated
with terms beneath the ’sports’ synset, for example, we
wouldexpect different associations for ’service’, ’movement’, and ’court’.
This observation helps substantiate the claim that
we can use existing knowledge structures
to help
coarse-level analysis techniques - in this case the thesaurus helps find a semantic partition on unrestricted
textual data.

Although neither of the language processing techniques
described in this paper require knowledge bases for
their operation, we have found that the knowledge implicit in WordNetplays an important role in the experiments described here.
Weassumed that the WordNetsynsets could be used
for disambiguation since each sense of a polysemous
word is associated with its own distinguishing hypernyms and hyponyms. This assumption allows us to
extract a corpus that is coherent with respect to a
semantic subdomain. For the ’Harvard’ example discussed earlier, we extracted sentences that contained
the terms found in the subtrees beneath ’institution’.
We showed which terms from the corpus were found
to be semantically closest to these institution terms.
However, many words that are not found in the subtrees of ’institution’ nevertheless occur frequently in
these sentences. Furthermore, these terms tend to be
highly ambiguous.
In Table 4, we show the results of performing our
similarity analysis on these terms "once-removed."
Prom this table, it appears that the institutional
sense of these polysemous words has been identified,
e.g., member-group, right-freedom, service-program,
and union-association. In other words, it seems that

Conclusion
In thispaperwe’vedescribed
an attemptto combine
threedifferent
textanalysis
tools:
a hand-built
knowledgesource,
a statistical,
syntactic
similarity
measurement,anda pattern-based
relation
extractor.
Thelexicalrelations
areusedtoaugment
thelexical
hierarchy,
andthesimilarity
measure
is meantto determine
which
partofthehierarchy
therelation
belongs
in,whilesimultaneously
thelexical
hierarchy
selects
whichpart
of thecorpusto feedto thesimilarity
measure.
Our
resultsarepreliminary;
in orderto improvethemwe
needbothto restructure
thehierarchy
andadjustthe
similarity
measure
to suitourneedsmoreclosely.
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